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Performs better for longer
Self-cleaning filter, no bag required

Unique AutoClean function to clean your bagless filter easily and maintain optimal suction power

Cleaning perfection

2000 Watt motor generating max. 400 Watt suction power

Optimal cleaning power every time

AutoClean filter optimises suction power

Highly efficient anti-allergy system

HEPA AirSeal plus HEPA 13 washable filter

Superior results on all floors

Test winning multi-nozzle for thorough and gentle cleaning

Right tool for each type of floor

Super Parquet nozzle and Turbo Brush nozzle



Bagless vacuum cleaner FC9236/03

Highlights Specifications

2000 Watt motor

This vacuum cleaner has a 2000 Watt motor

generating max. 400 Watt suction power for

the ultimate cleaning perfection.

AutoClean filter

After every cleaning job, a simple push of a

button will activate a rattle that thoroughly

shakes the dust from the filter pleats into the

dust bucket. Now the airflow is no longer

blocked by the dust in the filter and suction

power is almost like new.

HEPA AirSeal, HEPA 13 filter

This vacuum cleaner has been designed in

such a way that all the air taken in is passed

through the washable HEPA 13 filter (99.95%

filtration) before it is exhausted. No escape is

possible.

Multi-nozzle

Superior cleaning on all floor types thanks to

this consumer test winning multi-nozzle. Its

wide air channel is designed for optimal

airflow, providing effective cleaning even along

walls. Its special double hinge ensures

permanent contact with the floor for best

cleaning results. Designed and produced in

Germany by WesselWerk, this high quality

nozzle has a metal soleplate with surrounding

brushes that gently and thoroughly clean hard

floors, crevices and carpets.

Super Parquet and Turbo Brush

The two additional nozzles enable you to

vacuum clean all types of floors with the right

tool. The Super Parquet nozzle delicately

removes 3 x more sticky dirt from your hard

floors. The Turbo Brush nozzle allows deep

cleaning and quick hair and fluff removal from

carpets. This results in 25% better cleaning

performance on carpet floors.

Design

Colour: Emperor red

Filtration

Dust capacity: 1.5 l

Exhaust filter: Ultra Clean Air HEPA 13

washable filter

Filter type: HEPA

HEPA AirSeal

Nozzles and accessories

Accessories: Crevice tool, Small nozzle

Accessory storage: On handgrip

Additional nozzle: Super Parquet nozzle,

Turbo brush

Standard nozzle: Multi-nozzle

Performance

Airflow (max): 37 l/s

Input power (IEC): 1800 W

Input power (max): 2000 W

Noise level (Lc IEC): 78 dB

Suction power (max): 400 W

Vacuum (max): 33 kPa

Usability

Action radius: 12 m

Carrying handle: Top and front

Cord length: 9 m

Tube coupling: Button

Power control: Electronic on appliance

Tube type: Metal 2-piece telescopic tube

Wheel type: Rubber

Weight and dimensions

Weight of product: 7.5 kg
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